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A B S T R A C T

Preferences are determined not only by stimuli themselves but also by the way they are processed in the brain.
The efficacy of cognitive processing during previous interactions with stimuli is particularly important. When
observers make errors in simple tasks such as visual search, recognition, or categorization, they later dislike the
stimuli associated with errors. Here we test whether this error-related devaluation exists in Erisken flanker task
and whether it depends on the distribution of attention. We found that both attended stimuli (targets) and
ignored ones (distractors) are devaluated after errors on compatible trials but not incompatible ones. The extent
of devaluation is similar for targets and distractors, indicating that distribution of attention does not significantly
influence the attribution of error-related negative affect. We discuss this finding in light of the possible me-
chanisms of error-related devaluation.

1. Introduction

A softness of touch, a pleasant taste, or an elegant shape – all these
qualities could be legitimate reasons for preferring one thing over the
other. Yet, previous studies show that preferences depend on cognitive
processing as much as on the intrinsic qualities of stimuli
(Albrecht & Carbon, 2014; Chetverikov & Kristjánsson, 2016;
Muth & Carbon, 2013; Reber, Schwarz, &Winkielman, 2004; Van de
Cruys &Wagemans, 2011). The efficacy of cognitive processing is par-
ticularly important: errors result in a negative affect and devaluation of
stimuli associated with errors even when participants do not receive
any feedback about their accuracy (Aarts, De Houwer, & Pourtois, 2012;
Chetverikov, 2014; Chetverikov & Filippova, 2014; Schouppe et al.,
2014). Physiological studies also show that activation of reward-related
brain regions, such as ventral striatum, depends on response accuracy
even when no external feedback is provided (Daniel & Pollmann, 2014;
Satterthwaite et al., 2012). Similarly, a fast error-related response-
locked negative deflection of brain electrical activity known as error-
related negativity (ERN) consistently correlates with negative affect
(Aarts, De Houwer, & Pourtois, 2013; Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons,
2004; Luu, Collins, & Tucker, 2000; Moser, Moran, Schroder,
Donnellan, & Yeung, 2013; Schroder, Moran, Infantolino, &Moser,
2013). One possible interpretation of this phenomenon is that

“marking” error-related stimuli with negative affect might help guide
future behavior (Chetverikov & Kristjánsson, 2016). In real life, how-
ever, there is usually more than one object present at a time. It is not
clear how the negative affect resulting from an error becomes asso-
ciated with a particular stimulus. Filling this gap is important to un-
derstand better both how the preferences are formed in general and
how people learn from their errors.

In previous studies of error-related negative affect, usually, only a
single stimulus was presented on the screen when an error occurred.
For example, Chetverikov (2014) demonstrated that preferences to-
wards previously shown stimuli depend on whether or not observers
recognize these stimuli in an unexpected recognition test before pre-
ferences were rated. This in sharp contrast to a well-known mere ex-
posure effect suggesting that previously seen stimuli are preferred to
novel ones even when they were not consciously perceived (Bornstein,
1989; Zajonc, 1980, 2001). In a meta-analysis of previous studies and
several new experiments, Chetverikov (2014) found a typical mere
exposure effect only when observers recognized the stimuli. But in case
of recognition failure, that is, when observers erroneously thought that
the stimulus they are asked to recognize was not presented before, the
preferences became more negative as the number of previous exposures
increased. This phenomenon was coined error-related devaluation: re-
cognition error results in negative affect that counteracts positive
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effects of mere exposure. Later, similar negative effects of errors on
preferences were found in visual search (Chetverikov,
Jóhannesson, & Kristjánsson, 2015) and categorization tasks
(Chetverikov & Filippova, 2014).

The main question of the present study is how error-related deva-
luation is distributed between stimuli present at the moment of error. In
the real world, observers always perceive more than one stimuli. How
do they determine which one is to “blame” for the error? Studies of
affective misattribution (Payne & Lundberg, 2014; Schwarz & Clore,
1983) demonstrate that affect can automatically spread from one sti-
mulus to another when they are close in time. Then, error-related de-
valuation might be not limited to stimuli evoking the errors. In support
of this hypothesis, Aarts et al. (2012) found that false alarms in a Go/
NoGo task speed up subsequent evaluative categorization of negative
words compared to positive words. Using similar evaluative categor-
ization procedure to measure affect, Schouppe et al. (2014) found that
after errors in Eriksen flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) observers
tend to categorize the subsequently presented words as negative more
often. These findings indicate that error-related negative affect might
diffuse from one stimulus to another. Notably, in these studies both
error-related stimuli and subsequently presented words are attended.
However, Chetverikov et al. (2015) found that in the visual search task
errors do not affect the evaluation of distractors. While liking ratings of
the targets became more positive with an increase in search time on
correct trials and more negative on error trials, for distractors search
time was positively correlated with liking independent of trial accuracy.

We hypothesized that attention might play an important role in
error-related devaluation such that only attended stimuli are deval-
uated. To test this hypothesis, in the present study we conducted an
experiment utilizing a modified Eriksen flanker task. In the flanker task,
observers had to make decisions about the stimulus presented in the
center (target) while surrounding stimuli (distractors, or flankers) were
to be ignored. We expected that targets would be devaluated more than
distractors following incorrect responses due to the distribution of at-
tention.

In addition, we wanted to test if response accuracy would interact
with the trial compatibility. Chetverikov and Kristjansson (2016) sug-
gested that error-related devaluation can result from inconsistency
between predictions based on a variety of cues involved in decision-
making process. Each decision can utilize different cues: recognition,
for example, can be based on shape, colour, semantics, and many other
aspects of stimuli. Monitoring this consistency can then help to monitor
response accuracy even in the absence of external feedback. Similar
ideas were proposed within conflict-monitoring theory (Botvinick,
Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004;
Yeung & Summerfield, 2012) and self-consistency model of confidence
(Koriat, 2011, 2012). In support of this idea, previous studies indicate
that the amount of information available for correct responses corre-
lates with the post-error devaluation. For example, longer gaze times on
target stimuli in visual search (Chetverikov et al., 2015) or more ex-
posure (Chetverikov, 2014) result in more pronounced post-error de-
valuation. In the flanker task, compatible trials provide more cues for a
correct response than incompatible ones and hence error-related de-
valuation also should be stronger in the former case than in the latter.

Affective responses to stimuli in a flanker task were studied before
by Martiny-Huenger, Gollwitzer, and Oettingen (2014). They found
that distractors used in incompatible trials were disliked compared to
targets or novel stimuli. Targets, however, were rated similarly re-
gardless of trial compatibility. A subsequent recognition test did not
indicate that observers remember the stimuli from the flanker task
despite the fact that distractors were devaluated. However, Martiny-
Huenger et al. (2014) did not analyse the response accuracy. Thus,
while their study provides data regarding the effect of compatibility on
preferences, it does not help understand how observers associate error-
related negative affect with particular stimuli. Answering this question
will reveal the mechanisms of error-related devaluation and the

involvement of attention in this process. In the present study, we fill
this gap and describe the preferences towards targets and distractors as
a function of trial compatibility and response accuracy.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Sixty-one observer (44 women, 18–31 years old, age Mdn = 21) at
Saint Petersburg State University voluntarily participated. They were
not paid for participation. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity. Three participants were excluded because of very long
response times on evaluation trials (5.6, 8.8, and 10.3 s as compared to
the average of 1.7 s).

2.2. Materials

The experiment was run using PsychoPy 1.81.02 (Peirce, 2007,
2009). Observers sat at approximately 50 cm distance from a 17 in. LCD
display with 1280 × 1024 resolution (LG Flatron L1718S). Both target
and distractors in the flanker task were grayscale female or male faces
tinted with 50% transparent green or blue colours ([0, 1, 0] or [0, 0, 1]
in −1 to 1 RGB colour space). For each observer, twenty-four target-
distractor pairs were chosen randomly from a set of 32 male and 32
female faces obtained from Facial Recognition Technology database1

(Phillips, Moon, Rizvi, & Rauss, 2000; Phillips, Wechsler,
Huang, & Rauss, 1998). The same stimuli without tint were used in the
subsequent preference task. For the training session, a different set of
40 faces randomly selected for each observer from the same database
were used.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was split into two blocks.2 In each block observers
first completed flanker task and then evaluated the stimuli (Fig. 1). In
the flanker task on each trial first the fixation cross was shown for
500 ms. Then a target (in the centre) and four identical distractors (on
each side of target) were shown. Response time was limited to 600 ms.
Response time was limited to ensure that there will be enough errors for
analyses. If observers did not respond within the allocated time, a
feedback “TOO LATE” appeared for 500 ms after the response (this
response was not included in the following analyses). The stimuli were
either 2 or 3° of visual angle (v.a.). On each trial, stimuli sizes were
selected randomly to increase the probability of object-based or feature-
based inhibition instead of location-based inhibition. Сentre-to-centre
distance between target and flankers was either 2.5 or 3.8° for smaller
and larger stimuli, respectively. Distance depended on size – larger
distance (3.8°) was used for larger stimuli. The observers had to de-
termine the colour of a centrally presented face while ignoring the rest
of the stimuli by pressing ‘A’ or ‘D’ key marked with green or blue
colours, accordingly.

Twenty-four target-distractor pairs were repeated five times each
resulting in a total of 120 trials. On compatible trials, target and dis-
tractors had the same tint (irrespective of their gender) while on in-
compatible trials the colours of target and distractors were different.
Trial compatibility, target colour, and target gender were counter-
balanced.

In the second part of the block on each of 24 trials observers were

1 Portions of the research in this paper use the FERET database of facial images col-
lected under the FERET programme, sponsored by the DOD Counterdrug Technology
Development Program Office.

2 We have tested for the effect of Block along with its interactions in the analyses
reported in this paper but neither Block nor its interactions were significant. The inclusion
of Block in analysis also did not affect any conclusions regarding the other effects. Thus,
the models reported here do not include Block.
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first shown a fixation point for 500 ms. Then after a pause of 500 ms
they were asked to choose among the two faces the one they like more.
Each pair consisted of a target and distractor from the flanker task.
Stimuli were resized to 2.5° of v.a. and shown 3° to the left or to the
right from screen centre. Target position was counterbalanced.
Participants responded by pressing “left” or “right” key, response time
was not limited. The faces were presented without tint. Targets and
distractors were intermixed randomly so that 25% of the pairs consisted
of target and distractors that were on compatible trials, 25% had targets
from compatible trials and distractors from incompatible trials, 25%
had targets from incompatible trials and distractors from compatible
trials, and the last 25% had both targets and distractors from in-
compatible trials. This way it was possible to estimate separately the
effects of compatibility for both targets (further referred to as Target
Compatibility) and distractors (Distractor Compatibility). Note that
with this design the effects of the presentation itself are balanced be-
cause both targets and distractors have the same presentation duration.

Before the main part of the study, observers took part in a training
session to familiarize themselves with the flanker task. The training
session was immediately before the main part of the experiment. It
consisted of series of 20 flanker trials with the procedure described
above and was repeated until observers reached 75% accuracy and no
more than 10% of “too late” trials.

3. Results

3.1. Flanker effect

Observers' accuracy was lower on incompatible trials, than on
compatible ones, F(1, 57) = 61.33, p < .001, η2G = 0.17 (Table 1).

Correct responses were slower on incompatible trials than on compa-
tible ones, F(1, 57) = 156.88, p < .001, η2G = 0.23.

3.2. Preferences

To analyse the preferences, we used mixed-effects binomial re-
gression with lme4 package in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, &Walker,
2014) with a choice in the preference task (target preferred over dis-
tractors or vice versa) as a dependent variable. Mixed-effects regression
allowed to control for the additional noise associated with differences
in attractiveness of targets and distractors simultaneously.

We started with a simple model including two main fixed effects:
Target Compatibility and Distractor Compatibility, along with their
interaction.3 The random-effects structure was built iteratively (Bates,
Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015). Initially, we included three groups of
random effects, one for subjects, target stimuli, and distractor stimuli.
For each group we then fitted the random effects corresponding to the
included fixed effects, starting with the maximal model (including all
possible random effects) and removing non-significant random effects
one by one. The resulting model included only the random intercepts
for target and distractor stimuli along with the main effects of Target
Compatibility, Distractor Compatibility, and their interaction.

Overall, observers did not show preference towards targets or dis-
tractors (the probability of choosing target over distractor did not differ
from chance level, B= 0.03, SE = 0.10, Z= 0.29, p = .774). Neither
the distractor compatibility, B= 0.01, SE= 0.08, Z= 0.12, p = .901,
nor the target compatibility, B = 0.07, SE= 0.08, Z= 0.79, p = .427,
nor their interaction, B = 0.04, SE = 0.16, Z= 0.24, p= .809, were
significant.

We then proceeded to analyse the effect of response accuracy in the
flanker task on preferences. Given that the average number of errors
was relatively small despite the time pressure (Table 1), we compared
the preferences for stimuli used in trials during which no errors were
made through all five repetitions with the stimuli used in trials that
resulted in at least one error. Two terms, response accuracy for targets

Fig. 1. Stimuli and design. In each of two blocks, observers first performed a flanker task in which they had to determine the colour of a centrally presented face while ignoring the
flankers (120 trials per block). Then, observers were presented with pairs of faces (targets or distractors from the flanker task) and were asked to choose the face they liked more (24 trials
per block).

Table 1
The share of accurate answers, errors, and “too late” responses and the response times for
correct responses in the flanker task.

Correct Error “Too late” RT (correct trials, ms)

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Compatible 0.87 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.04 421 19
Incompatible 0.80 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.04 441 18

3 There could be no main effect of stimulus type, because preferring a distractor would
simultaneously mean not choosing a target. In other words, if targets and distractors were
compared to novel items, we would be able to construct a Stimulus Type × Compatibility
matrix for predictors. But because they are affecting same choice, doing so would result in
artificial use of the same trial result twice.
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and for distractors, were added to the model described above along
with their interactions with compatibility for targets and distractors,
respectively. Mixed-effect regression indicated a tendency-level main
effects of target compatibility, B= −0.08, SE = 0.04, Z= 1.78,
p = .075, target response accuracy, B = −0.08, SE= 0.04, Z= 1.93,
p = .054, and a significant interaction between them, B= −0.12,
SE = 0.04, Z= 2.72, p= .007. For distractors, both main effects were
not significant, but their interaction was marginally significant,
B = 0.08, SE = 0.04, Z = 1.92, p = .055. Fig. 2 demonstrates that the
effect of response accuracy was similar for targets and distractors. Post-
hoc comparisons between correct and incorrect trials showed that both
targets (B = 0.41, SE = 0.13, p = .002) and distractors (B =−0.27
SE = 0.13, p = .039) were rated more positively following correct re-
sponses than following errors on compatible trials. On incompatible
trials, however, no such difference was observed (B =−0.07
SE = 0.12, p = .565 for targets and B = 0.07, SE = 0.12, p = .572 for
distractors).

As shown above, the interaction effect between response accuracy
and trial compatibility was numerically more pronounced for targets
than for distractors. To test whether this difference was significant, we
compared resulting regression model with a restricted model in which
the regression coefficients for the two interactions were assumed to be
equal. The results showed that the difference in regression coefficients
is not significant, χ2(1) = 0.35, p = .556. Similarly, when we analyzed
targets and distractors from compatible trials only, devaluation effects
for targets, B= −0.30, SE = 0.09, Z= 3.18, p= .001, and distractors,
B = 0.23, SE= 0.09, Z= 2.41, p = .016, were not different from each
other, χ2(1) = 0.40, p= .527.

4. Discussion

The results of this study demonstrate error-related devaluation in
Eriksen flanker task: both targets and distractors were less likely to be
preferred if there was an error associated with these stimuli during
preceding flanker trials. We thus extend the scope of the devaluation
effect previously found for recognition (Chetverikov, 2014), visual
search (Chetverikov et al., 2015), and categorization
(Chetverikov & Filippova, 2014). The present study utilized compar-
isons between similarly exposed stimuli, ruling out the mere exposure
explanation. We also controlled for the stimuli effect by including
random effects for targets and distractors in mixed-effects regression.
Hence, the results cannot be explained by inherent differences between
stimuli.

We show for the first time that devaluation occurs not only for
target items but for distractors as well. The strength of the effect was
similar for target and distractors. This result is important for

understanding the mechanisms of error-related devaluation. It shows
that when observers made an error, they automatically associated error-
induced negative affect with the stimuli at hand. It is particularly in-
teresting that devaluation is observed on compatible trials in which
distractors are not detrimental to performance. Though we did not in-
clude neutral stimuli in our study it is widely known that compatible
trials facilitate performance (e.g., Lamers & Roelofs, 2011). If stimuli
are devaluated in order to be avoided in future, then devaluation of
distractors may not be functional in a sense that they are not what
causes an error and there is no logical reason to avoid them in future.
On the other hand, if attribution of negative affect to its source requires
additional attentional resources or if observers employ “better safe than
sorry” strategy, then it might be more optimal to devaluate all the items
associated with the error. That is what we observed in the present
study.

This result is consistent with other studies showing that affect can
be misattributed to the stimuli close in temporal and spatial context to
its source (Payne & Lundberg, 2014; Schwarz & Clore, 1983). As shown
by Schouppe et al. (2014), observers tend to categorize words following
errors as negative more often. This result can be seen as a devaluation
as well though it might also reflect other processes such as higher ac-
tivation of semantic network related to negative connotations of the
categorized words. In our study, the devaluation is clearly at work:
errors and evaluation task were temporally separated and hence more
negative ratings reflect changes in the evaluation of stimuli rather than
momentary negative affect.

Interestingly, Chetverikov et al. (2015) did not find error-related
devaluation for distractors in a visual search task. Rather, distractors
were unaffected by response accuracy and more exposure (measured by
the gaze dwell time on stimuli) was associated with more positive
ratings. There are several differences between the two paradigms that
can explain the result. First, in our study exposure times were shorter
because flanker task is easier than visual search. In addition, in our
study errors and evaluation task were separated in time while in the
previously reported visual search experiment evaluation occurred im-
mediately after each trial. Thus, it is possible that positive effect from
mere exposure is stronger immediately after the trial and might have
obscured negative effect from errors in the previously reported results.
However, we believe that this explanation is unlikely because exposure
time was controlled by Chetverikov et al. (2015) through analyses of
gaze dwell time. Second, in the visual search study observers had to find
a target face among nine faces by conjunction of tint and gender. This is
a more difficult task that requires more elaborated analysis of each
stimulus than the flanker task used in the current study. It is possible
that more elaborated processing led to more restricted attribution of the
negative affect following errors. We believe that the latter explanation

Fig. 2. Preferences towards the targets and the distractors as a
function of response accuracy in the flanker task. Bars show 95%
confidence intervals (CI). The horizontal line shows the chance
level. The probability of preferences above chance level indicates
positive evaluation while those below chance level indicate ne-
gative evaluation.
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is more likely; however, more studies are necessary before drawing
conclusions.

In addition, we found that the devaluation effect occurs when errors
are committed in the compatible but not the incompatible trials. Stimuli
were distributed randomly between conditions, again indicating that
stimuli qualities cannot explain the devaluation. According to the af-
fective feedback model (Chetverikov & Kristjánsson, 2016) error-related
devaluation is stronger when there is more evidence in favor of correct
response. On compatible trials, observers have stronger evidence in
favor of correct answer. If they nevertheless make an error there is less
consistency between different cues involved in the decision (see also
Koriat, 2012; Yeung et al., 2004), and the error-related devaluation
should be more pronounced. The results are consistent with this pre-
diction.

In sum, the present study shows that both attended and unattended
stimuli are devaluated in flanker task. Instead of attributing negative
affect to targets, observers “blame” every stimulus that is present when
they make an error. This finding shows that even if one is not engaged
in the processing of a specific object, a simple coincidence with an error
might be enough for a relatively stable dislike towards this object.
Given the amount of cognitive processing that we engage in at every
moment of our life, one can only wonder if any of the things that sur-
round us are unaffected by such errors.
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